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Abstract. The footwall of a normal fault in the North 

D'Aguilar block in eastern Australia contains blueschist 
blocks within a serpentinite matrix melange. The melange 
contains mass-flow deposits and was derived by erosion and 
redeposition of oceanic lithosphere exposed on the ocean floor 
by faulting. In mid-Carboniferous time, the melange was 
metamorphosed in the epidote-blueschist facies, mylonifized, 
and underplated to the hanging-wall of a subducfion zone. An 
S-type granitoid, intruded at -306-307 Ma, was probably 
derived by partial melting of subducted metasediments during 
the peak of a greenschist facies overprint that accompanied 
transposition of an early high-P/low-T fabric. Mylonitic rocks 
below the normal fault absorbed a component of top-to-the- 
west simple shear related to movement on that originally west 
dipping fault, and resulted in juxtaposition of very low-grade 
accretionary sequences above polydeformed blueschists in a 
metamorphic core complex. At deeper levels in the footwall 
of the fault, bulk deformation was approximately irrotational. 
Later, the low-angle fault was folded, and its displacement was 
transferred westward into a more planar fault splay. The 
juxtaposition of high-P serpentinite melange against upper 
plate rocks probably reflects the mechanical weakness of 
serpentinite in deformed oceanic sequences, and the role 
serpenfinite plays in strain softening that concentrates 
deformation along major extensional shear zones. 

INTRODUCTION 

Most geologists interpret blueschists as the products of 
high-P/low-T conditions in subduction zones [Ernst, 1988]. 
The mechanisms by which blueschists rerum to the surface 
remains an important problem in active-margin tectonics. 
Thermal modeling studies predict that within --20 Ma of a 
cessation in subducfion, blueschists will be overprinted by 
greenschist facies metamorphism as inverted thermal gradients 
relax [e.g., Peacock, 1990]. For example, most blueschist in 
the Penninic nappes shows such an overprint [Frey et al., 
1983]. Structural fabrics associated with greenschist 
overprints thus may contain valuable records of the mechanism 
by which blueschists are exhumed [Platt and Lister, 1985]. In 
recent years, horizontal extension has been widely recognized 
in continental collision zones, where it has been implicated in 
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the post-orogenic uplift of high-P/low-T rocks [e.g., Dewey, 
1988]. However, detailed studies of the kinematics of this 
process are uncommon. Even less is known about the 
mechanism by which blueschists are exhumed from deep levels 
of noncollisional subduction complexes composed of deformed 
oceanic rocks [e.g., Cloos, 1986]. 

The New England orogen of eastern Australia is the 
outermost preserved part of an arc-trench system that rimmed 
the PaleoPacific margin of Gondwanaland in Paleozoic time 
[Murray et al., 1987] (Figure 1). The subduction complex 
along the eastern edge of this orogen (Figure 2) consists 
chiefly of prehnite-pumpellyite facies loftier and Hand, 1988], 
imbricated metasedimentary rocks and melange that were 
scraped off the subducting plate to form upper levels of the 
accretionary wedge [Cross et al., 1987; Fergusson et al., 
1990]. Within this subduction complex, the North D'Aguilar 
block (NDB) of southeast Queensland is one of several 
metamorphic culminations that expose higher-grade schists. 
The NDB contains the largest tract of blueschist facies rocks 
yet recognized in Australia. Despite this, the orogenic belt in 
Queensland has been little studied, and the interpretation of a 
recent deep-crustal seismic reflection line south of Brisbane 
was controversial largely because of the paucity of surface 
control [Korsch et al., 1986; Murray and Lohe, 1987]. 

This paper summarizes the structural development of the 
NDB, which we interpret as a metamorphic core complex 
characterized by a low-angle fault separating a lower plate of 
polydeformed blueschists from an upper plate of weakly 
metamorphosed accrefionary rocks. Our conclusions are based 
on 2 years of mapping and structural work focusing on the 
northern part of the North D'Aguilar block (Figures 3 and 4), 
and on examination of over 400 oriented thin sections. 

Petrologic and 40Ar/39Ar thermochronometric data will be 
presented elsewhere. The results of this study have 
implications for the mechanisms of blueschist exposure, for 
the origin of ophiolitic serpentinite matrix melange, and for 
the tectonics of the Late Paleozoic margin of Gondwanaland. 

STRUCTURAL FRAMEWORK OF THE NORTH 
D' AGUILAR BLOCK 

The western boundary of the NDB is deftned by the Great 
Moreton fault and its splay, the North Pine fault (Figure 3). 
The Great Moreton fault is defined in part by fault-bounded 
lenses of serpentinite; the Permo-Triassic Esk trough lies to 
its west. This fault is probably a southward continuation of 
the Yarrol fault, a high-angle structure that defines the western 
edge of the subduction complex in Queensland (Figure 2). The 
South D'Aguilar block, a graywacke-rich accretionary 
assemblage that contains Early Carboniferous radiolarian cherts 
[Aitchison, 1988] lies west of the southern end of the NDB, 
across the North Pine fault. Other boundaries of the NDB are 

faulted or deposifional contacts with little-deformed late 
Mesozoic strata. 

The NDB is cut by a regionally extensive low-angle normal 
fault, the Mount Mia fault (Figure 4). Rocks on the upper 
plate of this domed fault consist chiefly of deformed chert- 
argillite sequences, some of which have yielded latest 
Devonian-Early Carboniferous radiolaria [Irhiga, 1990]. 
Immediately below the Mount Mia fault is a thin slice of 
polydeformed phyllite, the Anderson Creek phyllite, or a sheet 
of blueschist-bearing serpentinite matrix melange, the Mount 
Mia serpentinite, which regionally underlies the phyllite 
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OROGEN 

Fig. 1. Location of the New England Orogen along 
Gondwana's Paleo-Pacific margin at -300 Ma, adapted from 
Dewit et al. [1988]. The arrow represents the poleward 
component of Australia's absolute velocity vector [from Li et 
al., 1990]. 
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Fig. 3. Geologic map of southeastern Queensland, near 
Brisbane, simplified from Whitaker and Green [1978], 
Little [1992], Holcombe and Little [in press], and R. Sliwa 
(unpublished maps, 1992). Location of map is shown in 
Figure 2. 
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Fig. 2. Generalized tectonic map of the New England orogen. 
Compiled from Murray et al [1987], Day et al. [1975], Leitch 
[1988], and C. G. Murray (unpublished map, 1991). Key: 
NDB, North D'Aguilar block; B, Beenleigh block; E, Esk 
trough; G, Grantleigh trough; and SDB, South D'Aguilar 
block. The Lachlan and Thompson fold belts are elements of 
the Tasman orogen (Figure 1). 

(Figures 4 and 5, A-A'). The deepest exposures of lower plate 
rocks are of a sequence of metabasites (Rocksberg greenstone) 
and an assemblage of metapelitic rocks (Kurwongbah beds) 
(Figure 4). Hornblendes from a flat-lying sequence of andesific 
lavas that unconformably overlies the Mount Mia fault have 
yielded 4oAr/39Ar ages of-229 and -232 Ma [Little et al., 
1992; also C. G. Murray, personal communication, 1992]. 

MOUNT MIA SERPENTIN1TE MELANGE 

AND ROCKSBERG GREENSTO• 

The Mount Mia serpentinite consists of ophiolitic blocks in 
a variably schistose metaserpentinite matrix. The serpentinite 
sheet varies in structural thickness from >4 km on the east to 

<1 km on the west (Figure 5, A-A' and B-B'). In decreasing 
order of abundance the blocks include serpenfinite, mafic 
schist, quartz-mica schist or metachert; metagabbro or 
metadiabase, calcite marble, relict peridofite, and garnet 
amphibolite. The matrix consists of the greenschist facies 
assemblage anfigorite +tremolite (up to 90%) +magnetite, 
+_talc. Minor amounts of chlorite, epidote, albite, diopside, or 
sphene are present in some rocks. Igneous clinopyroxene, 
spinel, or orthopyroxene are locally preserved in trace 
amounts, but blocks of relict hemlite, wehrlite, and 
clinopyroxenite are rare. Blocks range in length from pebbles 
<1 cm long to slabs of pelitic schist over a kilometer in 
length; blocks of all sizes are typically lenticular. Mafic 
schist blocks greater than a meter in diameter have weakly 
foliated interiors, most commonly exhibiting greenschist 
mineralogy, and strongly schistose exteriors manfled by 
mylonific metaserpentinite. Many have rinds of lineated 
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Fig. 4. Geologic map of detailed study area in northern part of the North D'Aguilar block, simplified 
from Litfie [1992]. Location of map is shown in Figure 3. 

actinolite schist reflecting chemical exchange with their 
serpentinite host [Moore, 1984]. Actinolite pseudomorphs of 
clinopyroxene phenocrysts are common in mafic schist blocks. 
Mafic blueschist occurs as massive blocks that are <4 m in 
diameter. Some of these are within 3 m of pelific schist slabs 
that, by contrast, have strike lengths of up to 3 kin. One such 
slab, the Anderson Creek phyllite, occurs along the top of the 
serpentinite sheet (Figure 4). 

The matrix of the Mount Mia serpentfinite melange is 
heterogeneously deformed. Most of it is anfigorite-rich schist, 
a rock type that experimental data indicates will form at 

pressures >4 kbars and temperatures <500 øC by plastic flow 
and recrystallization of low temperature serpentinite 
polymorphs [Wicks, 1984]. Rocks with strongly schistose or 
mylonitic fabrics are common within ~100 m of the Mount 
Mia fault. At deeper structural levels, shear zones of schistose 
metaserpentinite that are several meters wide anastomose 
between larger domains of massive or more weakly foliated 
serpentinite (Figure 13). Rocks with lower-temperature 
assemblages that include lizardite and chrysotile have a 
britfiely microfractured and slickensided "scaly" texture. These 
occur either at high structural levels of the sheet, near the 
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Fig. 5. Structural cross sections across the North D'Aguilar block. See Figures 3 and 4 for location of 
sections. No vertical exaggeration. Section E-E' is adapted from Korsch etal. [1989]. 

eastern edge of its exposure (Figure 13), or along late-stage, 
post-metamorphic faults. We interpret the eastward change in 
serpentine polymorph and fabric types as an indication that 
higher structural levels of the serpentinite Sheet are preserved 
beneath more eastern parts of the Mount Mia fault. In 
conjunction with the serpentinite sheet's marked eastward 
thickening, these observations suggest that the Mount Mia 
fault originally dipped to the west. 

The most common texture of the Mount Mia body is a 
matrix-supported breccia consisting of subrounded to 
subangular, pebble- to cobble-sized clasts of serpentinite, 
mafic schist, and minor metagabbro. The breccia matrix 
consists of very fine-grained serpentinite in which sand- to 
granule-sized fragments of serpentinite are scattered. 

Serpentinite clasts have diverse textures and modal mineralogy, 
and commonly contain an early foliation that predates 
assembly of the framework. Uncommon blocks of marble <1 
m long are well rounded (Figure 6a). In schistose domains, 
these breccias have the appearance of stretched-pebble 
conglomerates (Figure 6b). At one location a --6 m thick lens 
of bedded marble is interlayered with serpenfinite breccia. This 
marble contains angular pebbles of serpenfinite up to 20 cm 
long and graded beds of serpentinific grit and sandstone. These 
latter rocks are most likely of sedimentary origin. Although 
some domains of massive or bastific-textured serpentinite may 
represent intact ultramafic basement, we infer that most of the 
Mount Mia serpentinite in the area of Figure 4 was deposited 
on the ocean floor by mass-flow processes. 
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The Rocksberg greenstone is a stmcturally coherent unit of 
volcaniclastic marine sedimentary rocks, dominantly massive 
to thick-bedded basaltic breccias, that underlies the Mount Mia 
serpentinite along a strongly deformed, premetamorphic 
contact. Turbidites are less common. The basaltic breccias 
contain subrounded boulders, up to 70 cm in diameter, of 
metabasalt, uncommon metaserpentinite, and rare metagabbro. 
These greenschists and blueschists are locally interlayered with 
pelitic schist identical to that which occurs as kilometer-scale 
slabs in the serpentinite. The fme-grained mafic matrix locally 
contains chromite grains surrounded by a corona of fuchsitic 
white mica (G. Gibson, personal communication, 1992). 
Basaltic clasts, matrix, and turbidites in the Rocksberg 
greenstone in the southern NDB contain phenocrysts of 
titaniferous salite-diopsidic augite [Holcombe and Little., in 
press]. 

LOWER PLATE METAMORPHIC FABRICS 

High:P/Low-T Fabric (Ml/Sl) 

The earliest deformational event affecting the lower plate of 
the NDB accompanied epidote-blueschist facies metamorphism 
[Evans, 1990]. Glaucophane and crossite-bearing schists are 
not restricted to blocks in the Mount Mia serpentinite, but 
also occur as belts within the underlying Rocksberg 
greenstone. In mafic rocks, M• assemblages include 
glaucophane or crossite (and/or NaCa amphibole) +albite 
+chlorite +epidote +sphene +magnetite-ilmenite or hematite, 

_+phengite, +quartz, +almendine-rich garnet (with ~10-20 mole 
øk pyrope), +sodic pyroxene (~ 17 mole ok jadeite, G. M. 
Gibson, unpublished data, 1991). M• assemblages in pelific 
rocks consist of quartz+phengite (2M• polymorph) +albite 
+spessertine-rich garnet +opaque oxide +sphene, +crossite, 
+chlorite, _+epidote, +chloritoid. The absence of preserved 
lawsonite or pumpellyite suggests temperatures in excess of 
~350 øC [Liou et al., 1985], and the jadeite content of Na- 
pyroxene and AI203 content of Na-amphibole in buffered 
assemblages [Mamyama and Liou, 1987; Mamyama et al., 
1986] suggests pressures of >6 kbars at the inferred minimum 
temperature. The mean bo unit cell dimension (+ lo) [Sassi 
and Scolari, 1974] of phengite in 14 samples of the lower 
plate is 9.043 (+ 0.003) (R. Offier, personal communication, 
1991). These high bo values and the celadonite content of 
phengites (-26 mole %, S. K. Dobos, unpub. data, 1992) also 
indicate high pressures [e.g., Massone and Schreyer, 1983]. 
Detailed studies of the Rocksberg greenstone in the southern 
NDB [Holcombe and Little, in press] indicate that variations in 
protolith bulk composition (probably Fe:+/Fe3+) during M• 
resulted in local interlayering of crossite- and NaCa amphibole- 
rich mafic schists [Mamyama et al., 1986]. 

M• minerals define an S• schistosity that is subparallel to 
lithologic layering. This foliafion is present in all units of the 
lower plate, including both blocks and matrix of the Mount 
Mia serpentinite. S• is most conspicuous in low-strain 
domains in the Kurwongbah beds, the deep lower plate 
metapelitic assemblage. There, S• is subparallel to mm-thick 
quartz veins that have been tightly folded or transposed about 
S•. Ptygmatic F• microfolds of these veins are isoclinal, and 
some are demonstrably sheath-shaped (Figure 7, inse0. A 
stretching lineation, L•, developed on the quartz veins is 
parallel to the hinges of F• microfolds. The presence of sheath 
folds and the intensity of this lineation suggests that the D• 
fabric, now recrystallized, was originally mylonitic in these 
siliceous rocks. In mafic rocks, L• is defmed by alignment of 
blue amphibole needles. 

Fig. 6. (a) Photograph of breccia in Mount Mia serpenfinite-matrix melange, which here consists of 
metamorphosed clasts of serpentinized peridotite, mafic greenschist, and marble in a metaserpentinite 
matrix. Note well-rounded shape of white marble pebble, which is 30 cm long. (b) Stretched-pebble 
conglomerate in the Mt Mia serpentinite. Clasts of serpenfinite and mafic greenschist are flattened in the 
S2 foliation. Lens cap is 5 cm in diameter. 
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Fold (sheath) 

Fig. 7. Schematic Fe fold in Kurwongbah beds showing 
deformed L• lineation and its'angle 15, with respect to fold 
hinge (Le•). Inset shows detail of F• sheath fold (from 
photomicrograph). 

truncation of the porphyroblasts by Se cleavage seams indicate 
syntectonic growth of the porphyroblasts [Bell et al., 1986]. 
Se is a thinly spaced crenulation cleavage, which in pelitic 
rocks is marked by alternation of 1 to 2 mm thick quartzose 
domains with micaceous, opaque-rich cleavage seams. M• 
phengites are kinked, segmented or dynamically recrystallized 
in the hinges of Fe crenulation microfolds. Neoblasts of M2 
white mica and stilpnomelane are either aligned parailel to S2 
or, in some cases, sprayed actor, s that foliation. The latter 
observations, and the generally strain-free, granoblastic- 
polygonal texture of quartz suggest that the thermai peak of 
Me locally outlasted De. 

DEFORMATION SYNCHRONOUS WITH 

THE GREENSCHIST FACIES 

OVERPRINT (Me) IN THE LOWER PLATE 

Folding, Stretching Lineations, 
and Finite Strain 

Prior to De, S• was subverticai or dipped to the west. This 
conclusion is based on consistently steep dips that were 
measured for the median and enveloping surface of trains of 
mesoscopic Fe folds. In the northern NDB, mean S• in the 
Kurwongbah beds generally dips moderately to steeply to the 
west or northwest CM" areas in Figure 8, net A). However, 
on the limbs of large-order Fe folds, the 1ocai mean orientation 
of S• is generaily either subvertical or gently NE-dipping CS" 
and "G" areas, in Figure 8). The relationship of deformed L• 
lineations to Fe folds suggests that, prior to De, the L• 
lineation plunged north (Figure 8, left-hand block). De-related 
strain and rotation has dispersed that lineafion (Figure 8, net 
B). In the southern NDB, mean S• is subvertical and varies in 
strike from N to W-NW, and the inferred original orientation 
of L• is steeply plunging. Lithologic units within the 
Rocksberg greenstone in the southern NDB dip steeply, 
subparallel to S•, and include a ~50 m wide slab of mildly 
serpenfinized wehrlite (Pzs unit, Figure 5, D-D'). Tectonic 
imbricafion of these units probably occurred during M• 
[Holcombe and Little, in press]. 

Greenschist Fabric (Me/Se) 

The second deformationai event affecting the lower plate of 
the NDB accompanied widespread greenschist facies 
overprinting of blue amphibole-bearing M• assemblages. In 
overprinted rocks, M• glaucophane or crossite grains are 
rimmed by actinolite or variably replaced by aggregates of 
chlorite+stilpnomelane, +albite, +hematite. M• garnet is 
commonly replaced by chlorite, and locally by biotite. Me 
stilpnomelane or biotite replace M• chlorite or are intergrown 
with it. These textures, coupled with the Na-poor occupancy 
of the octahedrai site in Me actinolites (~0.10-0.25 atomic %, 
S. K Dobos, unpublished data, 1992) suggest that Me occurred 
at biotite-grade temperatures, and at lower pressures than M• 
[Brown, 1977]. 

Me was synkinematic with D•_. Minerals growing in De 
pressure fringes and veins include actinolite, white mica, 
chlorite, quartz, aibite, biotite, and stilpnomelane (mafic and 
pelitic rocks); and tremolite, talc, and antigorite (serpentinite). 
The S• foliation is overgrown by abundant Me aibite 
porphyroblasts. The sigmoidal, in part Fe-crenulated form of 
the S• foliation included in these porphyroblasts, and 

Se is developed throughout all units in the lower plate, 
including both blocks and matrix in the Mount Mia 
serpentinite, and is the dominant foliation there. The foliation 
is regionally subhorizontal, and in the northern NDB has been 
deformed into a doubly plunging antiform, the Talamy arch 
(Figure 4). In addition to folding Se, this arch warps the 
Mount Mia serpentinite sheet, the Anderson Creek phyllite, 
and the Mount Mia fault (Figures 5, A-A'; 9g and 9h). Se is 
parallel to the axiai surface of Fe fol&• deforming the S• fabric 
and lithologic layering (Figure 7). In the Kurwongbah beds, 
superposition of Fe folds on F• folds has resulted in type 2 and 
3 interference patterns [Ramsay, 1967, p. 531]. Mesoscopic 
F2 folds are open to isoclinai, and aiternate in shape between 
class lc and class 3 [Ramsay, 1967]. These folds typicaily 
have wavelengths between 10 cm and several meters, but 
reversais in the sense of F2 vergence reveal the presence of 
some kilometer-scaie F2 folds in the northern NDB (Figure 8). 
The undulatory hinge lines of Fe folds parallel a lineation, 
Le•, defined by the intersection the S• and Se foliations 
(Figure 7). 

A stretching lineation, L2e, in the lower plate is def'med by 
De pressure shadows, aiignment of actinolite needles, quartz 
groin-shape fabrics, stretched pebbles, boudinaged minerals, 
and gash-fillings of fibrous anfigorite. M• crossite needles are 
commonly rotated towards L2e. In the northern NDB, L:, 
lineations generally trend E-NE or W-SW (Figure 10e), except 
on the northwestern flank of the Taiamy arch, where they trend 
NW (Figure 10b). In the central and southern NDB, 60-100 
km south of Figure 4, L:, generally trends E-W (R. Shwa, 
unpublished data, 1989; Holcombe and Little, in press]. 
Outcrop and oriented thin-section work in the northern NDB 
consistently indicate that L:• and L2e are subparailel, or that 
L21 pitches anticlockwise from L2e (Figures 9, 10c, and 10d). 

De-related strain in the lower plate is strongest close beneath 
the Mount Mia fault, where mylonific rocks absorbed a 
component of simple shear most likely related to movement 
on that fault (see below). At deeper levels in the Mt Mia 
serpentinite and Rocksberg greenstone, narrow shear zones of 
strongly schistose rock anastomose between less deformed 
blocks and lenses (Figure 13). The schistose Kurwongbah 
beds are more homogeneously deformed than the Rocksberg 
greenstone. A gradient of downwardly decreasing strain 
intensity in the Kurwongbah beds (e.g., between locations d-g, 
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Figure 9) can be inferred on the basis of Fe interlimb angles 
that are tight (10ø-30 ø) near the top of that unit, and open 
(850-95 ø) about 1 km below the base of the serpentinite 
(Figure 11). 

Finite strain was measured by the Rf/0 technique [DePaor, 
1988] from stretched-pebble rocks at three locations within the 
lower parts of serpentinite sheet in the northern NDB (Figure 
9, locations a, b, and c). These samples are representitive of 
less deformed domains between shear zones, and pressure 

shadows in the rocks are symmetrical, suggesting irrotational 
deformation. As both chst and matrix are serpentinite, 
competence contrasts are probably insignificant. Measured 
X/Z ratios fell between 4.8 and 6.5 in ellipsoids that ranged in 
shape from slightly to moderately oblate (Figure 11). Similar 
De finite strains were measured in the Rocksberg greenstone in 
the southern NDB [Holcombe and Little, in press]. In the 
Kurwongbah beds, two-dimensional strain in the S•. foliation 
plane was estimated at two sites located at different structural 
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levels below the serpentlairs (Figure 9, locations d and e). 
This was done by measuring the variation in the angle, I•, 
between the Ll and L•i lineations on opposite limbs of fight 
F2 folds and "unstraining" those lineafions until [• = [•' 

(Figures 7 and 8t0. This technique [Ramsay, 1967, pp. 466- 
467] assumes that X is parallel to the stretching lineafion 
(L•e), and yielded X/Y strain ratios of 2.5 and 2.7 for the two 
sites. These values are higher than the Rf/0-determined X/Y 
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lines at E and D are calculated X/Y strain ratios (two- 
dimensional only) for locations e and d in the Kurwongbah 
beds. No strain data available for locations e and f, and g in 
Kurwongbah beds. 

ratios in the serpentinite, and may be more representitive of 
bulk strain in the lower plate. The near parallelism of L2• to 
L2e suggests that the angle between the two lineations may 
have been reduced by D•_ strain (Figure 8). If so, F: folds 
should be fighter where their hinges are at a small angle to 

mean L2e. Although in a general way this is true (Figure 8c), 
the original pitch of L2• was also sensitive to local variations 
in the mean attitude of S•. This is particularly true in the 
southern NDB, where original attitudes of S1 varied 
considerably. 

Kinematic Indicators 

Microstructural indicators of 12)2 shear sense were observed 

in 26 thin sections from the Mount Mia serpentinite melange 
and in four thin sections from the upper parts of the Rocksberg 
greenstone and Kurwongbah beds (Figure 9). Observed shear 
criteria included asymmetric grain-shape fabric in quartz (five 
samples), S-C fabrics (eight samples), and asymmetric mica 
fish (three samples) [Lister and Snoke, 1984]; o- 
porphyroclasts (tremolite or albite, 11 samples), õ- 
porphyroclasts (tremolite, one sample) [Passchief and 
Simpson, 1986]; asymmetric pressure shadows (quartz or 
chlorite, eight samples); and extensional crenulafion cleavage 
(24 samples) [Platt and Vissars, 1980] (Figure 9). We did not 
attempt to interpret shear sense from samples having a well- 
preserved S• foliation. Most of the above samples are from 
mylonitic metaserpentinite and schistose mafic to siliceous 
blocks from the upper part of the Mount Mia body. The 
results indicate indicate a predominance of top-to-the-west or - 
southwest shear in the lower plate during D2 (Figure 9, 
locations 20-25; 26-27, 29, 30-31, 35-37, and 41). Shear 
indicators on the the northwest flank of the Talamy arch are 
dominantly more northwestwardly directed (locations 11-14 and 
16-18), although in one location (15) they are top-to-the- 
southwest. On the eastern side of the arch, near the base of the 
serpenfinite's thickest exposures, bidirectional extensional 
crenulation cleavages (S'/C' bands) were observed at locations 
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32, 24, and 38 in rocks that have symmetrical pressure 
shadows. Microstructures at nearby locations 28, 33, 39, and 
40 indicate local top-to-the-east shearing. These observations 
are consistent with bulk irrotational deformation affecting 
deeper levels of the serpentinite sheet. 

UPPER PLATE OF THE MOUNT MIA FAULT 

The poorly exposed upper plate of the Mount Mia fault 
consists of chert-argillite (Pzsc unit, Figure 4) and greenstone 
(Pzpl uni0, rock types that occur within the Wide Bay Creek 
broken formation [Little et al., 1992] and Areamoor beds 
[Murphy et al., 1976] (Figure 4). These units contain 
disrupted rocks resembling Type II melange of Cowan [1985], 
and are composed chiefly of thin-bedded grey and red chert and 
olive-colored argillite. Basaltic greenstone, pillow lava, and 
hyaloclastite occur as massive, fault-bounded lenses (Figure 4). 
Pillow lava sequences face to the west and are depositionally 
overlain by thick-bedded units of manganiferous or jasperoidal 
chert. Locally, beds of green volcaniclastic siltstone or fine 
sandstone, in beds up to 2 m thick are interbedded with 
argillite or fermginous chert. In contrast to lower plate rocks, 
original bedding and relict clastic grains are well preserved in 
upper plate slates. Illite crystallinity and b o data indicate that 
these are anchizonal rocks subject to maximum temperatures 
of ~250øC and moderate pressures (R. Offler, personal 
communication, 1991), conclusions that are consistent with 
pumpellyite-actinolite facies mineral assemblages observed in 
greenstones. 

Deformation of the upper plate involved early layer-parallel 
extension and stmtal disruption and later slaty cleavage 
formation. During the early event, chert beds were necked and 
boudinaged, brittlely fractured and quartz-veined. This 
deformation is heterogeneous, and bedding is undismpted in 
some domains. In high-strain domains, chert beds are 
separated into lenticular or rhombic fragments surrounded by 
argillite. Thin seams of argillite that œfil tension gashes in 
these lenticles may have been injected as fluidized mud [e.g., 
Fergusson etal., 1990]. A slaty cleavage, S•, was associated 
with folding and pressure solution of the older quartz veins and 
disrupted bedding fabric. S• generally dips steeply to the west 
on the east side of the Talamy arch (Figure 9d). On the west 
side of the arch, S• is generally nearly vertical (Figure 9b), 
although in one fault-bounded domain the cleavage dips west 
(Figure 9a). F• folds are tight and have nearly reclined hinges 
(Figures 9b and 9d). Within ~200 m of the Mount Mia fault, 
S• has been folded and crenulated into subparallelism with that 
gently dipping surface (e.g., Figure 9c). 

The final structural event in the upper plate rocks was 
distention by brittle normal faulting. Normal faults are well 
exposed only in the massive greenstone units, dip 30o-65 ø to 
the E-SE or W-NW and have down-dip slickenlines. The age, 
distribution, displacement, and geometric relationship of these 
faults to the Mount Mia fault are unknown. 

S-TYPE GRAN1TOID 

A foliated granodiorite pluton (Claddagh-Manumbar pluton) 
rests in fault contact above upper plate rocks (Figures 4 and 5, 
A-A'). Hornblende from the amphibolite aureole of this 
pluton and from a pegmatite dike have yielded 40Ar/a9Ar 
plateau ages of-306 Ma [Little et al., 1992]. Dikes and 
xenoliths indicate at least two phases of intrusion to form the 

mildly peraluminous (S.K. Dobos, unpublished data, 1992) 
composite pluton (Figure 12). The early phase, originally 
tonalite and granodiorite, occurs as a belt of biotite, +garnet, 
+_hornblende-bearing orthogneiss along the outer margin of the 
pluton, and as thin dikes and veinlets intruding amphibolite. 
The main phase consists of medium-to-coarse-grained biotite 
granodiorite that bears ilmenite, secondary white mica, and rare 
garnet. 
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Fig. 12. Cartoon illustrating intrusive and structural 
relationships in the Claddagh-Manumbar pluton and its 
aureole. Lower hemisphere, equal-area stereonets: a, foliated 
cataclasite shear bands (great circles). These brittle-ductile 
shear bands are up to 5-m-wide, post-date Sb, and contain an 
oblique pressure-solution foliafion indicative of sinistral 
motion. Arrows indicate hanging-wall slip vectors; b, Lba 
intersection lineafions in aureole (plus signs), L•, stretching 
lineations in aureole (squares), and stretching lineafions in 
main-phase granodiofite (triangles). 

High-temperature deformation of the early plutonic phase 
and its metamorphic aureole involved a transposition cycle and 
development of mylonitic fabrics (Figure 12). The 
orthogneiss unit and its amphibolite walkocks contain an early 
biotitic foliation, St. In the orthogneiss unit, the f'mely 
laminated morphology of the gneissic (SO foliation, and local 
preservation of augen and mylonitic textures suggest that it 
was originally mylonitic. This Sa fabric, together with dikes 
of the early intrusive phase, was subsequently transposed into 
subparallelism with a new metamorphic foliation, Sb, and 
recrystallized in the amphibolite facies. Sb is the dominant 
foliation in the aureole. This foliation dips gently to 
moderately westward (Figures 9e and 9j0 and downgrades 
outwardly from the pluton into greenschist facies rocks. 
Mylonitic rocks are abundant in lower-temperature aureole 
rocks near the amphibolite/greenschist facies transition (Figure 
4). The polyphase nature of high-temperature fabrics in the 
aureole may reflect thermal softening and deformation that 
occurred during two phases of granitic magma intrusion. 

The main-phase granodiorite was intruded syntectonically 
during Sb. This conclusion is based on the following 
observations: (1) the granodiorite contains a single subsolidus 
foliation that tracks continuously outward into the amphibolite 
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facies Sb fabric of the aureole; (2) granific pockets are intruded 
into dilafional pull-apart zones between amphibolite layers 
boudinaged in Sa; (3) early crystal-plastic deformation and 
recrystallization textures in plagioclase developed when the 
pluton was still hot (>500 øC); and (4) some late-stage 
granitic and pegnmfific dikes are unfoliated. Near the eastern 
margin of the main-phase granodiorite, Sb becomes 
protomylonitic; farther west that foliation is steeper, less 
intense, and in part a relict flow-foliation defined by K-feldspar 
megacrysts. In nonmylonitic rocks, microgranitoid enclaves 
flattened in Sb typically have mean aspect ratios of 6-8. 

Mylonitic deformation was associated with top-to-the-north- 
northeast or -north shear. Lt• stretching lineafions and L•,a 
intersection lineations rake at a small to high angle within a 
mean S• foliation plane that dips gently to the west (Figure 
12b). Most Lbe stretching lineafions in the main-phase 
granodiorite plunge down-dip. L•a intersection lineafions in 
the aureole are generally more gently raking (Figure 12b). 
Kinematic indicators in mylonific rocks include S-C bands, s- 
porphyroblasts, rotated feldspar cleavage fragments, and 
extensional crenulation cleavage. Rocks with downdip 
stretching lineations have top-to-the-east or -northeast shear 
fabrics (Figure 9, locations 14, 7, and 19), whereas those in 
rocks with gently raking lineations are top-to-the-NE or -NW 
(Figure 9, locations 5-6, and 8-10). 

INTERPRETATION OF METAMORPHIC CORE 
COMPLEX EVOLUTION 

Sedimentary Dispersal of Blocks 
in the Mount Mia Melange 

We interpret the Mount Mia serpentinite melange as a 
largely sedimentary unit derived by erosion and redeposition of 
ophiolitic debris exposed on the ocean floor by faulting, 
although it may include remnants of serpentinized ultramafic 
rocks that formed depositional basement for ophiolitic mass- 
flow deposits. Subsequent deformation, partitioned into shear 
zones, has obscured much of the original sedimentary fabric in 
the body. This conclusion is based on preservation of 
sedimentary fabrics in the melange, and on its textural and 
compositional similarity to sedimentary rocks in the 
underlying Rocksberg greenstone. Ophiolitic melanges 
similar in texture and composition to the Mount Mia body 
have been widely sampled from areas of active tectonics on the 
seafloor, and occur depositionally above serpentinized 
peridofite in orogenic belts [Lagabrielle and Cannat, 1990; 
Saleeby, 1984]. Carbonate-matrix serpentinite breccias in the 
NDB are probably ophicalcites, rocks that form by downward 
infiltration of pelagic ooze into broken serpentinite on the 
seafloor [Bernoulli and Weissert, 1985]. The thoroughly 
serpentinized nature of the Mount Mia body and abundance of 
CaAl-silicates in its matrix are also consistent with a 

sedimentary origin. The inclusion of exotic marble blocks in 
the melange suggests that it may have been in part derived 
from an oceanic island or seamount, whereas the lack of 

interlayered flows suggest an off-ridge setting, possibly a 
transform fault zone. 

We interpret lenses of pelific schist in the Mount Mia 
serpentinite melange hemipelagic mudstone, in part 
contaminated with basaltic debris, that were deposited on, and 
intefiayered with, ophiolific breccia. Unlike all other types of 
inclusions in the Mt Mia serpentinite, pelitic schist does not 
occur as pebble- or cobble-sized clasts, but in lenticular slabs 

100' s to 1000' s of meters in length. These pelitic schists are 
rich in quartz, phengite, and garnet but also contain variable 
amounts of crossite, albite, epidote, and chlorite, and are 
interlayered with mafic schist. The protolith of the pelitic 
schists thus probably included a component of mafic 
composition. Texturally and mineralogically identical layers 
of pelitic schist are interbedded with the basaltic sedimentary 
breccias of the underlying Rocksberg greenstone. 

If the Mount Mia serpentinite was ever remobilized 
diapirically, this must have occurred prior to D2, because the 
subhorizontal S2 fabric pervades both blocks and matrix in the 
body. As both blocks and matrix also contain the S• foliation, 
the serpentinite melange was probably assembled prior to 
subduction (see below), as is consistent with its probable 
sedimentary origin. The body thus differs in its probable mode 
of formation and paleogeogmphy from postmetamorphic 
serpentinite bodies occurring in the Mariana forearc and 
Franciscan complex [e.g., Fryer and Fryer, 1987; Sedlock, 
1988]. 

Subduction-Related D• Deformation in Upper 
and Lower Plates 

Based on the high-P/low-T character of M• mineral 
assemblages, which indicate pressures of >6 kbars, D• 
probably developed during thrust faulting and underplating of 
these oceanic rocks to the hangingwall of the New England 
orogen's subduction zone, which dipped to the west 
throughout most of the Paleozoic [e.g., Murray et al., 1987]. 
The stability of epidote as the only CaAl-silicate suggests an 
anomalously high geothermal gradient for a subduction zone. 
Such conditions may occur early in the history of a subduction 
zone, before its steady state thermal structure has been 
established [Peacock, 1990]. The inferred original steep to 
west dipping attitude of S •, the mylonitic character of that 
foliation, and the presence of sheath folds are consistent with 
this interpretation. 

In the upper plate, layer-parallel extension to form a Type II 
melange fabric predated imposition of a slaty cleavage fabric at 
moderate pressures. This type of deformation sequence has 
been attributed to subducfion, imbficafion, and underplating of 
pelagic-hemipelagic rocks at moderate structural levels 
[Kimum and Mukai, 1991]. The westward facing direction of 
pillow lavas is consistent with eastward directed thrust 
imbrication. Radiolarians in upper plate cherts (Amamoor 
beds) constrain D• in these rocks to be younger than Early 
Carboniferous [Ishiga, 1990]. In conjunction with -298 Ma 
40Ar/39Ar cooling ages on lower plate phengite (see below), 
this suggests that subducfion and D• deformation occurred in 
mid-Carboniferous time. 

D2 Deformation in the Lower Plate 
and Crustal Extension 

In the lower plate of the NDB, D2 occurred at lower P/r 
conditions than M• during a regional greenschist facies 
metamorphism. The blueschists were partially exhumed 
between M• and M2, possibly by isostatic uplift and erosion 
linked to continued subduction and crustal-thickening 
processes. Extensional deformational processes began to 
exhume the schists further during D2. Evidence for 
extensional deformation in the NDB includes the abrupt 
increase in metamorphic grade and fabric complexity downward 
across the Mt Mia fault. A carapace of D2 mylonitic rocks 
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underlies the Mt Mia fault, thus top-to-the-west D2 fabrics in 
the lower plate are probably linked to displacement on that 
synmetamorphic to postmetamorphic structure (Figure 13). 
At deeper levels, strain is heterogeneous, and a less rotational 
deformation was accommodated by displacement along 
anastomosing shear zones, and, between these shear zones, by 
distributed ductile strain related to S2, a subhorizontal foliafion 

of regional extent. 

Early Permian Marine Basin-Fill 

In½l•ent •renul•'tlon $-?y•e •ran•toids • Brittle-deformed $er•entinite 

• $• ?race • Bidirectiona• shear •ands 

Fig. 13, Schematic diagram illustrating structural relationships 
in the NDB metamorphic core complex. 

The eastward thickening shape and asymmetric distribution 
of deformation textures in the Mount Mia serpentinite suggest 
that the Mount Mia fault cuts down to the west. This 

conclusion is supported by a deep seismic reflection data near 
Brisbane which has imaged an in part domal, west dipping 
reflector that separates an acoustically transparent upper plate, 
<5 km thick, from a strongly layered domain that extends 
down to -22 km depth [Korsch et al., 1986; Little et al., 
1992]. A possible constraint on the age of the Mount Mia 
fault is provided by 40Ar/a9Ar cooling ages on 6 phengites 
from rocks below the Mount Mia fault. Plateau ages on these 
samples indicate cooling below -350 øC in Late Carboniferous 
time at -297-299 Ma [Little et al., 1992, 1993]. This cooling 
may have resulted from tectonic exhumation of the footwall of 
the Mount Mia fault during, or after, Ds. 

Intrusion of S-Type Granitoids During M2 

We interpret the Claddagh-Manumbar S-type granitoid as 
being an allochthonous fragment of the lower plate that was 
derived by partial melting of subducted metasediments at the 
peak of M2. Intrusion of the granitoid at -306 Ma plate 
resulted in upgrading of the regional greenschist facies fabric in 
the lower plate (S2) to amphibolite facies in the aureole of the 
pluton. According to this view, Sa and Sb in the aureole are 
high-temperature correlatives of S2 in the lower plate. This 
interpretation is supported by an 40Ar/39Ar cooling age of 
-295 Ma on muscovite in the pluton that is within error of 

ages yielded by phengites in the lower plate, suggesting that 
rocks in both domains experienced a similar cooling history 
[Little et al., 1993]. On the other hand, the present-day 
orientation of shear fabrics in the granitoid block are discordant 
to those of the D2 fabric in the lower plate. Final 
eraplacement of the pluton at its present high structural 
position occurred by thrust and/or strike-slip faulting adjacent 
to the Great Moreton fault system, a postmetamorphic brittle 
deformation that may have rotated the granite with respect to 
the rest of the lower plate. This faulting occurred in Late 
Permian(?) time prior to deposition of unconformably 
overlying Triassic lavas dated at -232-229 Ma [Little et al, 
1993]. 

Doming and Renewed Normal Faulting 

The Talamy arch (Figure 5, A-A' and B-B') may have formed 
isostatically as a consequence of crustal extension related to 
extensional denudation along the Mount Mia fault [e.g., 
Spencer, 1984], or by differential uplift related to granitoid 
intrusion at depth. The -232-229 Ma (Early-Middle Triassic) 
lavas are flat-lying and unconformably overlap the dome to 
provide a minimum constraint on its age (Figure 4). The 
deflection of L2e lineations across the dome, from EW trends 
on its eastern limb to NW trends on its western limb, suggests 
that it may have been a syn-metamorphic or late-metamorphic 
feature that influenced partitioning of D2 strain. In the 
southern NDB, the western limb of the Talamy arch is 
apparently cut off by the North Pine fault (Figure 5, D-D'). 
Alternatively, the Talamy arch may belong to a widespread D3 
generation of postmetamorphic folds in the NDB that formed 
in response to NE-SW regional contraction, at least in part of 
post-Middle Triassic age (e.g., Figure 5, section C-C'). 

After doming, down-to-the-west motion on the Mount Mia 
fault may have shifted westward into the serpentinite-bordered 
Great Moreton fault (Figure 13), which bounds the Esk 
trough. Early Permian marine rocks, locally over 5.5 km 
thick, are exposed discontinuously along the margins of this 
trough [Murphy et al., 1976; Parfrey, 1982] and probably 
represent its basal •l (Figures 2 and 3). These uncleaved 
sequences consist chiefly of conglomerate and diamictite, with 
subordinate mudstone, arenite, and basaltic to rhyolitic 
volcanic rocks. The early Permian Marumba beds 
unconformably overlie the NDB (Figure 5, C-C') and consist 
largely of coarse diamictites, some of which contain 
metamorphic boulders over 1 m in diameter. These mass-flow 
deposits were deposited on a submarine slope, possibly 
adjacent to a fault scarp. Chert and argillite clasts in the 
Mammba beds were derived from the upper plate of the NDB; 
metaquartzite, phyllite, vein quartz, and white mica from the 
lower plate of the NDB; and foliated granodiorite boulders from 
plutons similar to the Claddagh-Manumbar pluton. No detrital 
blue amphibole has yet been identified. E.arly Permian marine 
sediments [Murray et al., 1979] and basaltic to andesitic lavas 
are also locally downfaulted against the eastern side of the 
NDB (Figure 3). 

Recent seismic reflection data across the eastern side of the 

Esk trough has imaged a rift sequence at the base of the trough 
fill [Korsch et al., 1989] (Figure 5, E-E'). This -3.9-kin- 
thick, eastward-thickening wedge onlaps acoustic basement to 
the west and is truncated to the east against the Great Moreton 
fault. Omission of >6 km of Pertoo-Triassic section indicate 

extensional displacement along this fault in the plane of 
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section [Korsch et al., 1989]. The structural position of the 
buried rift sequence is similar to that of the Mammba beds. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Serpentinite matrix melange in the NDB, which now occurs 
on the lower plate of a metamorphic core complex, originally 
consisted of submarine mass flow deposits derived by erosion 
and redeposition of oceanic lithosphere, possibly including a 
seamount. Ophiolitic blocks in this melange were exposed on 
the ocean floor by faulting. Later deformation has obscured 
much of the original sedimentary fabric of the serpentinite. 

In mid-Carboniferous time, rocks in the NDB were subjected 
to epidote-blueschist facies metamorphism (>6 kbars and >350 
øC). Steep, mylonitic D• fabrics were developed during 
underplating of these rocks to the hanging-wall of the 
subduction zone, which may have been young and relatively 
hot. An S-type granitoid, intruded syntectonically at ~306 
Ma, was probably derived by partial melting of subducted 
metasediments during the peak of Me, a greenschist facies 
overprint that accompanied transposition of the high-P/low-T 
schistosity, S•. D•. strain in the lower plate is strongest close 
beneath the Mount Mia fault, where mylonitic rocks absorbed 
a component of top-to-the-west simple shear related to 
movement on that originally west dipping, synmetamorphic to 
postmetamorphic fault. At deeper levels, lower plate strain 
was partitioned into anastomosing shear zones and 
accommodated a bulk deformation that was more nearly 
irrotational. Strain studies indicate slightly oblate strain and 
X/Z ratios >5.0. After doming of the Mount Mia fault, its 
displacement was transferred onto a more planar fault splay 
farther west that bounds an Early Permian rift basin. Deeply 
biting normal faults of Early Permian age may have formed 
after isotherms previously uplifted beneath the NDB 
metamorphic core complex had relaxed, and the brittle-ductile 
transition zone, had migrated downward. 

The structural-metamorphic history of the NDB blueschists 
resembles that of collision-related blueschists in the Alps and 
the Attic Cycladic metamorphic belt in the Aegean Sea. 
Similarities include early development of high-P/low-T 
fabrics, partial exhumation of the blueschists (probably by 
isostatic uplift and erosion), and later reworking of early 
fabrics in the greenschist-amphibolite facies during ductile 
extension [e.g., Jolivet et al., 1990; Platt and Lister, 1985; 
Lee and Lister, 1992; Selverstone, 1988; Platt, 1986; 
Phillipot, 1990; Blake and Jayko, 1990]. In the NDB, as in 
the Aegean, the M•. overprint occurred within 20-30 Ma of the 
high P/low T event, was accompanied by intrusion of S-type 
granitoids, and was synkinemafic with respect to mylonific 
rocks that underlie synmetamorphic to postmetamorphic low- 
angle normal faults of regional extent [Lee and Lister, 1992]. 
In the central Alps, as in the NDB, bulk irrotafional 
deformation also played an important role in the thinning of 
lower plate rocks [Selverstone, 1988]. Domed low-angle 
normal faults with underlying mylonites are also described by 

these workers; in some areas these are cut by a second 
generation of more deeply biting normal faults [e.g., 
Carmignani and Kligfield, 1990; Schermer, 1990; Phillipot, 
1990]. Blueschists on the Aegean island of Sifnos contain 
phengites that yield flat 40Ar/39Ar release spectra interpreted as 
recording post-M2 cooling after nearly isothermal 
decompression [Wijbrans et al., 1990]. Such release patterns 
also typify phengites from NDB blueschists [Little et al., 
1992, 1993]. 

The reason for the NDB's similarity with Alpine-Cycladic 
rocks may lie in the tectonic and thermal history of the New 
England orogen, which involved seaward arc migration, 
mantle-derived heat input, and back arc extension similar to 
that experienced by the Aegean Sea in the Neogene [e.g., 
McKenzie, 1978]. In the New England orogen a major 
compressive orogeny ("Kanimblan orogeny") affected the entire 
Tasman orogen in eastern Australia, and assembled most or all 
of the New England orogen in mid-Carboniferous time [Coney 
et al., 1990]. Following this event in Late Carboniferous 
time, subduction beneath an interior Andean arc terminated 
[Murray et al., 1987]. By earliest Permian time, both the 
subducfion zone and its overlying volcanic arc migrated 
eastward to form a more outboard arc-trench system 
(Camboon-Gympie arc, Figure 2) [Murray et al., 1987; Little 
et al., 1992]. Relaxation of the thermal structure in the 
stranded subduction complex may have been accompanied by 
upwelling of aesthenospheric mantle to replace the steepened 
or detached slab, by ponding of manfie-derived basaltic 
magmas, and by partial melting of metasediments to form a 
suite of ~300-312 Ma S-type granites (Hillgrove suite) [Hensel 
et al., 1985; Little et al., 1992]. These heating events may all 
have contributed to overprinting of blueschists in the NDB by 
greenschist-amphibolite facies fabrics. By Early Permian 
time, marine basins, some filled with >8 km of sedimentary 
and volcanic rocks, were widely developed across the New 
England orogen, which was now an extensional back arc 
province (Figure 2) [Leitch, 1988; Murray, 1990]. 

Serpenfinite matrix melange also commonly overlies both 
Alpine and Franciscan complex blueschists that have been 
exhumed along normal faults [Platt, 1986; Schermer, 1990; 
Jolivet et. al., 1990; Jayko et al., 1987; Sedlock, 1988; Blake 
and Jayko, 1990]. This association probably reflects the 
mechanical weakness of serpenfinific melanges in 
extensionally deformed oceanic sequences, and the role they 
play in strain softening to concentrate deformation along major 
shear zones. 
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